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Abstract—This paper discusses the advantages of using Twitter in the classroom as a digital creative writing medium and platform for publication of research and writing. We advocate for the inclusion of digital and social media in the classroom, allowing for a multimodal learning environment that increases student participation, boosts creativity, and encourages student engagement with material across disciplines. Finally, our research provides examples of best practices for educators and program directors looking to integrate Twitter into their curriculum.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The role social media should play in education remains unclear; some teachers, schools, and districts actively try to keep students away from social networking sites during the school day, while others see almost infinite potential in the use of new media in schools, and a large number of stakeholders remain uncertainly positioned somewhere between these two extremes [1]. Twitter as a social media platform is often dismissed as a purely egotistical or autobiographical application, but it has the potential for much more—particularly when integrated effectively in academic environments [2]-[4]. The vast majority of Twitter users tweet content related to their personal lives—or their reactions and opinions to others' content [5]. As Janelle Adsit reflects in her essay on creative nonfiction and social media, "one cannot fully catalogue the manifold reasons a writer might have for composing a tweet or personal essay, but among them is the compulsion to both record and to tell" [6]. And yet, the social media platform's greatest strength is its interconnectivity; indeed, users who infrequently interact with other users, and users who post only about themselves, have on average fewer followers than those who don't [7].

Finding new ways to incorporate or redirect its autobiographical function is a crucial aspect of successfully including Twitter into any curriculum. Twitter incorporates multimodality and creative writing into all discipline and subject areas, which promotes the synthesis and application of knowledge beyond the classroom, but must be included as part of a deliberate and practical pedagogy. Two studies suggest Twitter use encourages concise writing—a benefit to instructors when they were uncertain of their understanding [10]. In a large lecture-class setting, Elavsky and colleagues (2011) found that, when given the opportunity, the majority of students voluntarily contributed questions and comments to a live Twitter feed during class sessions [11]. This "back channel" activity included both student-instructor and student-student communication, and was found to deepen and extend the class's potential for engagement with course themes. Our research advocates for the inclusion of Twitter in the classroom as a self-publication tool for students looking to add their voices to a wider disciplinary, even global, conversation.

II. PRACTICE-BASED RESEARCH

A. Observations from the Classroom

As a writing instructor at an American university, Prof. Shropshire found Twitter, specifically, to be an innovative and effective springboard to the learning outcomes (research skills and improved writing) for her English composition and rhetoric courses. During a three-year study (from 2011-2014), Prof. Shropshire also found that Twitter: aided in improving student motivation and engagement; helped students strengthen relationships; developed a more collaborative view of learning; added new dimensions to student research and rhetorical analysis; and helped students make inspiring connections between the world and their writing and research processes.

In both Prof. Shropshire and Ms. Tytler's experiences, using Twitter has especially benefitted students who belong to marginalized communities or are very shy in face-to-face classroom learning environments. "Twitfic," as it's commonly known, or micro-fiction, is a growing market for writers who embrace the digital age and the extreme self-restriction of telling a story in a single tweet. For marginalized students who not only struggle with class participation, but would also find it difficult to navigate the institutional barriers in traditional publishing, Twitter offers a free, open path to making their voices heard [12]. By providing a structured and supportive environment for students to apply their learning in a creative endeavor, educators build a classroom of practice-based research where students can demonstrate that they have synthesized the information and can apply it to new and far-reaching situations.

B. Data-Driven Decisions

Twitter's asynchronous nature enables those in a feed to interact over time and space, expanding the classroom and its ideas [13], which is particularly beneficial to students who
suffer from learning difficulties, social anxieties, or trauma due to loss [14]. As Graeme Harper puts it in "Creative Writing in the Age of Synapses," "nonlinearity means an opportunity to combine more or interconnect greater, and to do so successfully" [15]. The ultimate goal of incorporating Twitter is a student-centered environment where educators play the role of facilitators: facilitating the interactions and dialogues of students with each other, themselves, the material, and the greater societal context in which they're learning. This interconnectedness naturally lends itself to critical analysis, as students weigh the intersectional and complicated relationships of varying interests and voices--including their own. Michael Dean Clark calls this mix of critical conversation "the useful inefficiency of the creative process" [16].

Beyond the classroom, employers have added social media literacy to their list of desired skills, which includes technological proficiency as well as the ability to critically read, investigate, and respond to digital content [17]. In fact, innovation or creativity ranks above such other employee skills as client management skills, sales or marketing skills, and even resilience as the most important skills HR decision-makers believe should be developed in employees over the next five years [18].

C. Twitter for Research, Twitter for Creativity

Students, through application, understand that the need to communicate effectively with social media is not just for sharing news of your vacation meals or video of your puppy's romp through the snow. Beyond specialized disciplinary work, there is the need for students to learn to access, analyze, and synthesize information in productive and inventive ways; the digital (including social) media and technology is here to stay, and the new (glocalized) marketplace will demand their proficiency in it [19]. Not only do they need to accept the wide variety of potential audiences and types of writings in our modern world, but to become aware of how these communications are delivered and their impact on composition.

In Prof. Shropshire's own classroom, Twitter boosted students' confidence by giving value to their voices. Rather than feeling like a "spectator" of the research, they felt a keen increase of ownership over the process, in addition to the composition that they later created using their own, original research. It's not about finding the "right" answer or agreeing with a scholar--or even the professor--but mutual engagement and listening that's required for true learning [20]. Collaborative elements were linked to others, such as time management and accountability; students prone to procrastination felt the pressure to get their research started and contribute to the community conversations and document. Twitter added more feedback on the process of both research and writing, and it helped students form and maintain small writing groups and use peer review.

Using these tools helped students achieve a deeper understanding of their topics and locate and analyze more diverse sources, all of which contributed to better products (annotated bibliographies, papers, and oral presentations). This classroom socio-cultural practice of scholarship through social interaction and the development of shared practices allows students to use Twitter as "an emerging and evolving network of scholar-learners where scholarly practices may be created, refined, performed, shared, discussed, and negotiated" [21].

III. THE #OWNVOICES MOVEMENT

A. Social Justice in Cyberspace

The #OwnVoices hashtag on Twitter, much like similar tags #WeNeedDiverseBooks, #diversebooks, and #diversityinfiction, were the direct result of a refusal on the part of mainstream publishing venues to create more inclusive environments both in-text and out. Members of marginalized groups have been demanding--loudly--for years for greater representation of themselves in the pages of novels, short stories, and poems, as well as pushing for a more diverse staff within publishing and a more diverse set of published authors themselves. N. K. Jemisin, for example, in an interview with Fireside Fiction in the wake of a study which found zero Black authors had been published in any of the major speculative fiction magazines, expressed a distinct lack of surprise at the result [22]. She explained to interviewer Brian White that Black writers and authors of speculative fiction, after years of being shut out of traditional publishing venues, have turned to self-publication online, and self-promotion within the online community, as a route to making their fiction visible--a path similar to that taken by other marginalized communities [23]. In a similar vein, William Wong remarks that, when it comes to representation of Asian Americans in American media, characterizations largely fall into one of two categories: "a 'model minority' who excels in academics and business or bad guys like gangsters, influence-peddling political contributors, and spies for China" [24]. Sadly, this leaves little space for the greater portion of complex, well-rounded, realistic portrayals which could exist if given the chance. Wong goes on to note that this "absence of in-depth coverage of Asian Americans" leads to a majority-White audience believing that the stereotypical portrayals of "all study, no play" or "mafia gangster" are accurate generalizations of what it means to be Asian American in America [25].

Fireside has not been the only report on the disproportional publishing statistics in the English-speaking world. Both the annual VIDA count and a Spread the Word's report funded in part by Arts Council England found that the publishing industry itself, the authors, and the protagonists of the English-speaking world are predominantly White, male, and straight. [26], [27]. However, in the speculative fiction world specifically, fiction by Chinese and Chinese-American authors (either written originally in English or translated into English) is currently having a "moment." The commercial success of authors such as Cixin Liu's Remembrance of Earth's Past (usually called The Three-Body Problem after the first book's title), has demonstrated to a majority White, Western European publishing world that East Asian science fiction and fantasy fiction is not only in high demand, but highly profitable [28]-[31]. It is unfortunate that what is so obvious to so many was so surprising to so few, but it proves that the audience is already there, and already eager for more:
writers just need to be given the opportunity to get their work out into the world.

#OwnVoices is a natural reaction to the desire by readers to see themselves represented in the stories they read, and to see themselves represented in realistic, complex, nuanced ways. The hashtag is meant to highlight stories by writers about protagonists who are members of the same marginalized group(s) as author themselves. Twitter, as a free-to-use, open platform, allows anyone to become a published author. It is important to note here that there are two kinds of visibility and inclusion: increased numbers of writers, editors, publishers, and marketers from marginalized groups, and increased number of characters from marginalized groups--and #OwnVoices satisfies both.

B. Pitfalls of Self-publication

Unfortunately, the high levels of satisfaction that authors report after the self-publishing process are not matched by high levels of income [32], [33]. Across demographics, self-published authors report positive feelings about the process, and they typically go on to self-publish again, but as The Guardian reported back in 2012, fewer than half of all authors earn more than 500USD [34]. Due to the emotional and psychological satisfaction, if not the financial satisfaction, most authors achieve from publishing their ideas, the benefits of self-publishing in the classroom as a way for students to gain both experience and exposure still outweigh the unlikely prospect of any great financial gain. However, one outsize danger to authors' satisfaction, especially on a social media platform such as Twitter, is that of trolling and abuse.

The term "troll," for those users on the internet who deliberately hijack debates, forums, or commenting threads, is common enough that almost all users have encountered the behavior, or at least witnessed it. Online abuse, in the form of emotional violence, threats of physical violence, "doxxing" (revealing someone's private or personal data online), and "swatting" (placing a fraudulent emergency call requiring police response to the victim's home) is common, and long been one of the major complaints by users about Twitter and its company's lack of adequate response [35]. One of the largest barriers for educators to the inclusion of Twitter and students' self-published works is preparation for a response to this threat. The most effective means of combating trolling behaviour and online abuse is to keep all the classroom accounts private. This measure does, however, mean that content is not "published" in a broader sense of the term. Educators must have in place ahead of time an action plan for dealing with trolls (both in the classroom and out) and a strict set of guidelines and procedures for themselves and their students to follow. Educators should ensure that their students are aware of and know how to use tools such as blocking and reporting on Twitter, and they should make themselves available and be prepared to coach students who might have their own marginalized status used against them by an anonymous Twitter user halfway around the world.

C. A Community of One's Own

World-public visibility also means people who are part of tiny minorities can still find fiction about people like them; they can publish things about themselves and find other people like themselves; and they can find a camaraderie grounded in first-hand experience which may not be possible for them in person. People who find it difficult to leave the home, either due to age or physical or mental disability, can form meaningful connections with others which would not have been possible in an earlier age. This social community reduces feelings of isolation and allows those users to participate in the broader conversation of tweets.

"A tweet stream is a constantly evolving, co-constructed conversation. Establishing a presence and inserting oneself into a conversation requires understanding conventions that have arisen in the community and deciding when and how to use them to support one's purposes" [36]. Using Twitter is not merely a matter of social media use to "meet students where they live," it's using a social space as an engaging learning tool to demonstrate and explore practical applications to the skills students are developing in their writing and research processes.

Although Astin uses the word "involvement," we find his definition: "the amount of physical and psychological energy that the student devotes to the academic experience" to be equally relevant as a definition for the term "engagement" [37], which today is empirically linked to student learning outcomes. Kuh (2009) breaks down the assessment of engagement into two specific areas: in-class engagement and out-of-class engagement [38]. This small first foray into the academic uses of Twitter for Prof. Shropshire's first-year students accomplished both. Students used the tool in-class to engage with the ideas of all participants, then proceeded to build on these, engaging in discourse well beyond the class meeting, and using it to inform their work on writing assignments. Extended conversations regarding rhetorical choices and audience included links and references that students added to the conversation through tweets; students held responsible conversations about offensive words and ideas, stereotyping, and racial and ethnic material used as humor in modern satire, which were previously difficult topics to for first-years to discuss.

Twitter provided a unique and comfortable venue, where the voices of students were asserted and--more importantly--heard. Reading and commenting on the Twitter feed allowed students who were introverted the opportunity to comfortably insert their ideas into the discussion via the back-channel but encouraged them to bring these to traditional class discussions as well. Students would often read the post, then turn (physically) to the author and ask for elaboration, encouraging thoughtful responses in most cases, and in some cases, collaborative research to support and explain an idea further. Students of diverse racial, ethnic, and religious backgrounds asserted concise and thoughtful contributions to uncomfortable or sensitive topics: referencing the tweet stream and pulling from multiple external examples linked there allowed students, who were otherwise uneasy about how to enter a discourse about controversial topics, a bridge to do so.

IV. Conclusion

The ubiquitous nature of smart phones, tablets, laptops,
and other "Internet of Things" devices is little more than a potential classroom distraction to many, and the risks of integrating them deliberately are legitimate, but used well and deliberately applied in the curriculum towards specific learning objectives, social media has the potential to increase both engagement and involvement, satisfaction, production (and grades) in addition to being a good way to engage students in experiential learning [39], [40]. The Twitter uses detailed in this article show that the use of Twitter increased productivity, built student participation and confidence, added dimensions to student research, writing, and rhetorical analysis skills, and improved both overall engagement and collaborative learning. The primary benefits of incorporating Twitter in the classroom include: encouraging participation and discussion well beyond the classroom; increasing student engagement with course materials and each other for collaborative learning processes; supporting diverse learning styles with multiple avenues of information access; and building student confidence as researchers, writers, and critical readers. Although educators cannot simply walk into a classroom (digital or otherwise) without a concrete plan for incorporating Twitter, it is not so difficult to add to a curriculum as to be impossible. Having a plan in place for how discussions will progress on the platform, and which, and what actions educators and students will take in the event of online abuse, will greatly enhance the success of the endeavor, and build confidence for educators unsure of the platform or its applicability to their material. As with most other media and most other classroom planning, a specific and deliberate set of expectations and learning objectives creates a clear way for teachers and students both to ensure that they meet their educational goals.
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